Short-term responses of gravitaxis to altered gravity in Paramecium.
Negative gravitaxis of Paramecium almost disappeared in solutions having specific gravity about the same as that of the organisms (1.04). The taxis turned to positive in solutions of specific gravity 1.08. Using a drop shaft at the Japan Microgravity Center, Hokkaido (JAMIC) we examined how swimming behaviour in these media was modified by changing gravitational conditions before, during and after free-fall. Tracks of swimming cells recorded on videotape indicate that the swimming cells continued upward and downward shift depending on the specific gravity of the external medium under 1-g conditions and these vertical displacements disappeared immediately after the moment of launch. The effectiveness of changing gravity to induce displacement of the cells seems to depend on the orientation of the cells to gravity. These results suggest a corelation between vertical displacement of the cell through the medium and a gravitactic mechanism in Paramecium.